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WORLD OF FANTASY SPORTS
Enter into the thrilling world of Fantasy sports, a strategy-based online sports
game wherein you can create a virtual team of real players playing in real life
matches. Create your team to win points based on all the players' performance
in a live game
Soca inu is the ﬁrst online football betting game in crypto world where you can
create your own team and earn great proﬁts.

We've spent Enough time to born this idea with BSC, and we've learned a thing
or two about what to look out for. Combining analytic research to identify
industry standards helps us further rank and review the best sites. And
introducing Socainu A thrilling BSC based Betting Mobile App which will enables
users to earn through betting and get rewards and earnings in Crypto
The format of fantasy sports ensures that sports enthusiasts follow the game
more keenly and this directly results
in increased focus and attention towards sports. This contributes to an
increased viewership & higher sports fan
engagement that naturally contributes to more qualitative investments,
upgradation and packaging of these
sports making them more viable and remunerative to the players of that sport.

Online Fantasy Sports has been accepted and well established as a “game of
skill” backed by multiple court rulings.
Fantasy sports are dependent on real-life sports and have become one of the
primary sources of entertainment for
sports enthusiasts across age groups (24-40 years). Fantasy sports which
began over 60 years ago as “fun” has
today turned into a multi-billion-dollar industry and is growing rapidly.

The participants in a fantasy sports contest earn points based on the real-life
performance of sports players in a real-life sports match. Hence, whether a
participant has picked up the right team combination depends heavily on
whether he/she has the requisite knowledge to keenly understand, follow player
performances and scenarios to decide the team they would create that will
perform as the winning combination. Therefore, simply put, fantasy sports are
cut out for real life sports enthusiasts and offer a reasonably safe and secure
platform to enjoy their sport and test their sporting knowledge & skills against
fellow sports enthusiasts, while enjoying the action and feel of real-life sports
performances.
According to KPMG, online gaming industry revenue is already worth USD 43.8
Billion and is said to reach USD 118.8 Billion by FY23 with a growth rate of CAGR
22.1%. Gaming World n fantasy sports industry, however, is growing at a CAGR
rate of 32% and its worth is expected to be USD 3.7 Billion by the year end 2024.
The rapid growth in the uptake of fantasy sports spells out the sector's

immense- potential for gaming world, both from an investment and revenue
perspective as well as job opportunities and contribution to sports enthusiasm
that can turn around many sports in Gaming World that need attention. The
format of fantasy sports ensures that sports enthusiasts follow the game more
keenly and this directly results in increased focus and attention towards sports.
This contributes to an increased viewership & higher audience participation
that naturally contributes to more qualitative investments, upgradation and
packaging of these sports making them more viable and remunerative to the
players of that sport.
Online Fantasy Sports have emerged in globe as a healthy and meaningful
option of engagement for sports enthusiasts that is not only sportingly
enriching but also entertaining and gainful. This sector has attracted the
attention of global investors and has a huge potential to contribute to growth
and drive the start-up story in this space from Gaming World. companies can
become world leaders in future as sports is an all-embracing phenomenon
with fans existing all over the world.

The biggest debate that happens today among people including governments
and policy makers is that if anything is online and virtual in nature and involves
a small fee or money then does it qualify as a game of chance or a game of
skill. Unfortunately, despite legal clarity that exists on the format and all FIFS
members offering only the format approved by the court which is
predominantly a game of skill, this debate continues
Player performance analysis towards selection of a team is the basic
requirement in fantasy sports. The results are a combination of performances
of multiple players and not an individual player which reduces the likelihood of
luck as a metric to measure success. Thus, a clear understanding of the game,
its rules, players and an assessment of their past performances becomes
central while participating in fantasy sports. There are arguments which state
that there is a certain degree and element of luck involved in fantasy sports
due to the dependence on real-life players,
it is certainly not the deciding factor for success or
failure of a team. It is pertinent to note here that all
sports do have a certain degree of chance. A chess
game, which in all likelihood is considered a
predominant game of skill, also has chance
involved in the form of ﬁrst move
advantage.

WE KNOW THAT STAKERS COME IN
ALL FORMS.
Some like to sit and study the odds and others like to have a quick punt. We've
got every angle covered. You can bet Through the mobile app (To be launched
soon ) - all are incredibly easy to use, and will allow you to bet freely, on the
move wherever you are. Placing bets will only ever be one click away. And with
our Crypto-out feature, you'll be able to take control of your live betting destiny

